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MINUTES - FACULTY SENATE MEETING OF MARCH 7, 1984 
The meeting was called to order at 3:09 p.m. by Chairman Charles B. Weasmer. 
I. Correction and Approval of Faculty Senate Minutes. 
The CHAIR called for the consideration of the minutes for the February 1, 1984 
meeting. 
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND ItlTERNATIONAL STUD I ES, stated that he would 
like to encourage the Secretary to follow the wise example of his predecessor by trying as 
best he can the impossible task of editing and correcting the remarks of the faculty and 
also to transpose those remarks into literate English - granted there is a lot of difference 
between oral speech and written speech. He added that he knows it is a problem but that he 
would like to encourage him to do the best he can under difficult circumstances. 
PROFESSOR DORIS ROYEM, COLLEGE OF NURSING, stated that on page M-8, she asked the 
question "If this Provisional Year Program would take the place of the Opportunity Scholars 
Program and if not how would the criteria differ? 
The CHAIR seeing no objection to this stated that this correction would be made. 
PROFESSOR ED~IARD GREGG, HISTORY, said he would like to correct Professor Ayres' 
statement on page M-3, second paragraph, it should read: "The Standards and Petitions 
Committee approved the proposal with a 3-2-1 vote" rather than a 7-0 vote as stated. 
The CHAIR stated that he thought the question was "what was reported to the Faculty 
Senate at that time?" 
PROFESSOR EDWARD GREGG responded that yes, he did in fact say the actual vote 
was 3-2-1. 
CHAIRMAN WEASMER responded that seeing no objection to the correction the change 
would be made as requested. 
PROFESSOR ROGER SULLIVAN, PHILOSOPHY, stated that on page M-11, that he distinctly 
heard Professor Moore say we ought to have a healthy respect for the work of the committee, 
not a ~ respect. 
SECRETARY DAVID D. HUSBAND corrected the spe1ling of a word on page A-5, line 16, 
Professor McAninch of the Law School made the statement "There are other purposes than the 
one stated here as Professor Ayres articulated, instead of matriculated. 
PROFESSOR JUDITH JOYNER, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, said she was confused about the 
report of the votes of the Scholastic Standards and Petitions Committee meeting at which 
she was present. The vote as she understood it was 3 to 1. It is now reported on the Senate 
floor to be 3-2-1 and since there were only four persons present and voting at the meeting 
she inquired where the other two votes came from. 
PROFESSOR ED GREGG responded that there were five people present for the discussion 
and that Professor Sears had to leave before the vote was taken but that he cast a vote 
against the Provisional Year Program by an absentee ballot. The sixth member was absent from all 
the discussion and so his vote was recorded as an abstention. 
The CHAIR seeing no further corrections to the minutes stated that the minutes 
were approved asc:orrected. 
II. Reports of University Officers. 
Provost Francis T. Borkowski reported as follows: 
In terms of our budget for next year, if we do not attain 
full-formula funding we ought to come pretty close to it. I 
think the events of the past few days predict well for the 
overall budget for higher education. Certainly with addi-
tional revenues coming into the state coffers we are hopeful 
that we ought to be able to come close to full-formula fund-
ing. However, please keep in mind that the last few years 
have indeed been extremely difficult. I stood in front of 
this body and talked about the enonnity of the financial 
problems. We have gone all through the various efforts that 
have been made to meet our budget commitments and the task 
was indeed an arduous and painful one. That task, however, 
was mitigated by what one of my colleagues calls creative 
financing. It could have been much worse but as members of the 
Steering Committee know, we did shift some resources from 
reserve accounts in order to make the fiscal problem last 
year less painful. Now the result of that is that we are in 
a disadvantageous position in regard to our budget. Conse-
quently, I have to share with you that the expectations must 
not be too high even if full-formula funding is obtained. In 
terms of having the kinds of resources that we really need it 
is going to be hard to come by, even with full-formula funding 
because we have some ground to make up in a number of areas. 
Consequently, I simply want to put a precautionary word about 
rising expectations as if full-fonnula funding will mean that the 
budget will be substantially enhanced. 
Now on the same notion of financing I want to share with 
you our great pleasure and pride and indeed commendation to the 
faculty and staff of this institution. The Family Fund contri-
butions from faculty and staff have now exceeded one million 
dollars. That is truly astonishing and admirable for this 
institution. I was witness to a discussion with a donor to 
the Summit Fund campaign where that person had come to the 
meeting in anticipation of aqreeing to a contribution to the 
University of -$100,000 and as we talked about this contribution 
and the final statement about the support from the staff and 
the faculty in excess of a million dollars his contribution went 
up 50% and we came away with $150,000. It is a fact that people 
who can be substantial benefactors to the University are impressed 
to see the support of the faculty and staff. I think the faculty 
can be justifiably proud of their action in this regard. 
Following along on that same track we have some optimism of 
being successful in getting support from Japanese industry for 
various projects within the Universtiy. The President and I will 
be leaving Friday morning for Tokyo for 9 days and we have 17 meetings 
set up in 7 days with the executive leadership of the major Japanese 
industries. It is our hope that we can obtain some support for a 
multiplicity of programs on this campus. These meetings have been 
arranged through Ambassador Okuwara, the Japanese Ambassador to the 
United States, that we have had on campus about three times and 
Foreign Minister Abe. So those kinds of contacts that we have 
developed over the past few years we believe are going to pay off 
over the next few years and the doors that have been open as a 
result of that I think ought to do well for the future in terms 
of fund-raising and continued development in that area. 
I would be happy to respond to any questions you may have. 
PROFESSOR WARD BRIGGS, FOREIGN LANGUAGES, stated: 
On behalf of some of my colleagues and myself I would like 
to ask you about the summer release time policy that has recently 
come out of your office. Before the Christmas vacation the 
faculty in our department and in other departments were advised 
that su11JTier release time would be available and applications should 
be made. Applications were made in our department by January 16 
and on January 24th those people who were selected to receive 
release time for the summer were told so. On February 8th and 
then on February 29th came a letter from your office changing 
slightly the proportion of people allowed to have release time 
in each unit. In our case, it was reduced from 4 to l. With 
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the schedule already in proof it is hard for us to try to 
rearrange teaching schedules. A number of us who received 
release time both in my department and in others have made 
travel plans, have gotten bargain rates for flights, plan 
not to be in Columbia, etc. Is there a possibility that 
this policy might be reconsidered since it is at this late 
date disadvantageous to some faculty? 
PROVOST BORKOWSKI said there were many discussions about the summer release time 
policy and he asked Associate Provost Daniel Antion to respond to the question. 
ASSOCIATE PROVOST DANIEL J. ANTION responded as follows: 
I presume that you are referring to the 10% rule. It 
has always been the University policy as stated in the Faculty 
Manual that 10% of those teaching in surruner school were eli-
gible for duties in lieu of teaching. There aren't any changes. 
PROVOST BORKOWSKI added : 
My recollection of that, Ward, is that the letter that 
went out was really parallel to what was going on in the past. 
We didn't alter the policy. It is 10% and we have tried to stick 
to that. Now the only thing that I can assume then is that the 
college itself did not conmunicate the policy. To my knowledge 
that policy has not been altered. Now I would think that there 
could be some compelling cases for making exceptions within the 
college or conceivably balancing it within colleges. There's 
not an intent here to set up hurdles. But let's take a look at 
the situation. If you will put this matter in writing, we will 
see what we can do to try and alievate the problem. 
PROFESSOR COLIN BENNETT, MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS, stated: 
I know we have been squeezed in terms of the budget in the 
last couple of years as you have mentioned but during the Christ-
mas vacation the heat was turned off at the University. We did 
experience some very cold temperatures and lots of water pipes 
burst. It seems to me that perhaps we could in the future at 
least spend a modicum of our funding on heating these buildings 
to a minimum level to avoid such disasters. 
However, that is not the main point. One of my colleague's 
office was badly damaged by water and I understand that after he 
filed a claim to the University for compensation, he learned that 
the University has coverage on the building and the University's 
possessions in the faculty members' offices but not the faculty 
members' possessions. I wonder if there is any reason for this 
or if we might move toward having these possessions covered by 
insurance. 
DR. BORKOWSKI answered: 
I wish we could. We can't by law. The University has no 
insurance - there is a sinking fund that the state of South 
Carolina has to cover damages from fire, etc. but the Univer-
sity itself has no insurance and consequently the University 
cannot by law cover faculty members' possessions. It is unfortu-
nate but true and we took a look at this and pursued this and in-
deed this may be something that the Faculty Welfare Committee 
may want to examine and conceivably with colleagues in other 
parts of the state do something about. 
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, stated in his readings 
in the Chronicle of Higher Education and Herman Helm's column he noticed that a survey 
had been done on the relationship between universities' academic programs and its athletic 
recruiting. He added that he thought Provost Borkowski would be interested in pursuing 
it and that Bob Marcum should be encouraged to stress academics when recruiting. He added 
that he read that the University of Nebraska's Board of Regents passed a resolution to take 
legal action against anyone who caused the University's Athletic Department to violate the 
rules of the National Collegiate Athletic Association or the big eight conference. He 
thought this was an interesting idea and that perhaps the Administration might consider it. 
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PROVOST BORKOWSKI responded as follows to Professor Moore's conments: 
I did read those articles in the Chronicle. Knowing 
Dr. Marcum and his staff, I feel that they are indeed scrupulous 
in following the NCAA regulations. Nebraska was concerned that 
there are temptations external to any knowledge of the coaching 
staff or to the University itself and certainly there can be 
abuses that way. Our own view as we have discussed the changes 
of the athletic program during past few years is that things are 
a lot different. The operation is a lot tighter. Serious efforts 
are being made by the coaching staff to increase the probability 
of the athletes getting a four-year degree. We have come a long 
way over the last few years. I have no doubt that the Nebraska 
issue will be discussed broadly throughout the country and may 
indeed be endorsed by other institutions because of the abuses 
that have taken place. 
PROFESSOR ROBERT M. ROOD, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, said he would 
like to respond to Professor Bennett's inquiry concerning insurance coverage: 
Two years ago when I was Chairman of the Faculty Welfare 
Committee, we looked at least partially into the question of 
insurance coverage and most people ought to be aware that their 
homeowner's insurance policy at least in part covers personal 
possessions away from home. Every individual ought to look 
into whether he is adequately covered for his possessions that 
may be stored in his office. 
PROFESSOR BENNETT answered that the individual in question was told by the Uni-
versity's Legal Department to check with the homeowner's insurance policy. He added that 
he had done so and was informed that since these were possessions to be used in the course 
of business they were not covered under his homeowner's insurance. He said he thought it 
was an obligation on the part of the University to cover these items, particularly in cases 
where he judged that the University was clearly negligent. 
PROVOST BORKOWSKI replied: 
In response to that ''clearly negligent" charge, I don't 
believe that we will have the same problem as we had this past 
year. No one anticipated the weather coming as it did and 
regretably the heat was turned off whereas it should have been 
turned down to 30° or 35°. This was a first for many on the 
maintenance staff and in an effort to conserve energy and in 
the planning of the budget this building was one that was 
slated to be shut down to hold back on energy costs and it 
was an unfortunate occurrence. 
In at least four instances, we had the water pipes break 
and in one case we damaged very expensive maps in our Map 
Library in the Byrnes Center. But I can assure you that it 
won't happen in the future. 
III. Reports of Committees. 
A. Senate Steering Committee, Professor David D. Husband, Secretary: 
On behalf of the Steering Conmittee, SECRETARY HUSBAND reported as follows: 
First I would like to report at the request of Professor 
Joan Altekruse, Chairman of the University Tenure and Promotion 
Committee, that due to the fact that Dr. George Brauer had to 
resign the conmittee has, in accordance with established pro-
cedures for replacing a member for one tenn or less, elected 
Professor Donald L. Greiner, Department of English, to ffll 
his term. Professor Altekruse would like the faculty to be 
infonned of this. Dr. Greiner is working on that conmittee 
at this time. 
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In another report. I would 1 i ke to draw your attention to 
the motion that the Steering Committee is going to make at 
the April Faculty Senate meeting. It appears on page A-3 
of the agenda. The motion will be an addition to the Bylaws 
of the Faculty Senate, Faculty Manual, page 98. It reads as 
follows: 
"A majority shall consist of one plus 
the quotient of the toal number of votes 
cast for all candidates divided by twice 
the number of vacancies on a given committee." 
In the way of another announcement, I wish to inform the 
Faculty Senate that the Chairman of the Faculty Senate has made 
appointments to the following committees in consultation with 
the Steering Committee. These appointments are as follows: 
Academic Forward Planning Committee 
Kendrick Clements, Department of History 
Homer Walton, Thomas Cooper Library 
Health Professions Undergraduate Advisory Committee 
Anthony Huang, Department of Biology 
Edith Samartino, College of Nursing 
Roy Wuthier, Department of Chemistry 
Bookstore Committee . 
Michael Smith, Department of History 
Gerald Wallulis, Department of Philosophy 
Grade Chan~e Committee 
Ralph Mathisen, Department of History 
Terry Rakes, College of Business Administration. 
Also at this time, I would like to make a report of the Steering 
Committee's nominations for co11111ittee positions at the Universi.ty; 
(Nominations from the floor were also accepted}. 
Admissions Committee 
Paula Feldman, Department of English 
Gary Griepentrog, College of Business Administration 
PROFESSOR CHURCHILL CURTIS, COLLEGE OF APPLIED PROFESSIONAL SCIENCES, 
placed in nomination the name of Professor C. R. Brasington, College of Applied 
Professional Sciences. 
PROFESSOR JUDITH JOYNER, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, placed in nomination 
the name of Professor Charles McNeill, College of Education. 
Athletic Advisory Committee 
J. H. Bradburn, College of Engineering 
Robert Porter, College of Business Administration 
PROFESSOR CHURCHlLLCURTIS, COLLEGE OF APPLIED PROFESSIONAL SCIENCES, 
placed in nomination the name of Professor Henry Price, College of Journalism 
Curricula and Courses Committee 
Jennie Kronenfeld, School of Public Health 
Michael Maggioto, Government & International Studies 
PROFESSOR HENRY PRICE, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, placed in nomination the 
name of Professor Patricia Moody, College of Applied Professional Sciences. 
PROFESSOR FRANKLIN ASHLEY, COLLEGE OF APPLIED PROFESSIONAL SCIENCES, 
placed in nomination the name of Professor Robert L. Beamer, College of Pharmacy. 
Faculty Advisory Committee 
Joan M. Altekruse, School of Medicine 
Roger Sull i van , Department of Philosophy 
PROFESSOR HENRY PRICE, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, placed in nomination the 
name of Professor Perry Ashley, College of Journalism. 
PROFESSOR CAROL WILLIAMS, COLLEGE OF NURSING, placed in nomination the 
name of Professor Mary Ann Parsons . 
Faculty House Board of Governors 
John Herr, Department of Biology 
Raymond Moore, Government and International Studies 
There were no further nominations from the floor for the Faculty House 
Board of Governors. 
Faculty Welfare Committee 
Dennis R. Nolan, Law School 
Hoyt Wheeler, College of Business Administration 
PROFESSOR HENRY PRICE, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, placed in nomination the 
name of Professor Harry McMillan, College of Engineering. 
PROFESSOR CAROL WILLIAMS, COLLEGE OF NURSING, placed in nomination the 
name of Professor Janet Quinn, College of Nursing. 
Grievance Committee 
John Baynes, Department of Chemistry 
Katharine Butler, Law School 
There were no additional nominations from the floor for the Grievance 
Committee. 
Honorary Degrees Committee 
Keith Davis, Department of Psychology 
William Price Fox, Department of English 
There were no additional nominations from the floor for the Honorary 
Degrees Committee. 
Patent and CoPYright Committee 
Edward Jones, Department of Physics and Astronomy 
Clyde Wilson, Department of History 
There were no additional nominations from the floor for the Patent and 
Copyright Committee. 
Scholastic Standards and Petitions Committee 
Steven Hayes, Government and International Studies 
Terence Shimp, College of Business Administration 
PROFESSOR JOSEPHINE MARTIN, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, nominated Professor 
Harvey Allen, College of Education. 
PROFESSOR HENRY PRICE, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, nominated Professor 
Carol Williams, College of Nursing. 
Student Affairs Committee 
Ann Bowman, Government and International Studies 
Mark Marcucci, Mathematics and Statistics 
There were no additional nominations from the floor for the Student 
Affairs Committee. 
Student-Faculty Relations Committee 
Dorothy Disterheft, Department of English 
CHAIRMAN WEASMER stated he would like to explain the Tenure Review Board 
before asking for nominations. He reported as follows: 
The Tenure Review Board is a committee which was created 
by the faculty in its institution of new procedures for the 
termination of tenured faculty (about three, possibly four 
years ago). Nothing was done to implement the committee at 
that time. Consequently, the feeling is that since we 
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now have a new Faculty Manual this is the appropriate time 
to put in place this committee. The function of this conmittee 
is to serve as an appeal board if an attempt is made to tenni-
nate a tenured member of the faculty. He then is entitled to 
appeal that attempt to the Tenure Review Board. This Review 
Board is the final deciding authority; it is not simply advisory. 
Thus, the Tenure Review Board can decide there are no grounds 
for the tennination and the process ends. It may decide that 
the termination is in order and may continue. It may decide 
that something less than termination is appropriate and may 
impose that. It is intended by the faculty regulations that 
this be a standing committee and would thereby avoid all the 
problems which would arise if it were an ad hoc committee appointed 
after a condition has arisen. So in order to have this as a 
standing conmittee we are making the nominations at this time. 
In addition to the elected faculty members, there also are three 
faculty members appointed by the President. 
The Steering Committee's nominations are as follows: 
Three Year Terms 
Glenn Abernathy, Government and International Studies 
Olin Pugh, Business Administration 
Two Year Terms 
Carol Carlisle, Department of English 
John M. Dean, Department of Biology 
One Year Term 
Daniel Hollis, Department of History 
There were no further nominations from the floor for the Tenure Review Board. 
The CHAIR stated that before the Senate adjourned the floor would be open once 
again for any additional nominations for all the committees. 
B. Grade Change Corrrnittee, Professor Robert Beamer; 
On behalf of the Grade Change Committee, PROFESSOR BEAMER moved the adoption 
of the Committee's report with the exception of the three grade change req,uests from 
Spartanburg. The report was adopted as amended. 
C. Curricula and Courses Committee, Professor Robert B. Pettus, Chair: 
PROFESSOR PETTUS reported as follows: 
First we have an addendum that has been distributed. It 
includes CRJU 563 MINORITIES AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE and an 
experimental course in geology which is for your infonnation 
only. There is a minor change to make in CRJU 562 on the 
last line, following "dispute-resolution center", there should 
be a semi-colon instead of a comma and the word "and" should 
be deleted. I move the adoption of Section I, College of 
Criminal Justice, as amended. 
There being no discussion, Section I, College of Criminal Justice was approved 
as amended. 
Section II, College of Health was approved as submitted. 
PROFESSOR PETTUS: 
Section III, College of Humanities and Social Sciences 
is rather lengthy and we have several changes. First of all 
there are a large number of courses which are cross-listed in 
English and in Comparative Literature. In several instances 
the descriptions do not agree . They are the following: 
ENGL 395 and CLIT 469; ENGL 396 and CLIT 473; ENGL 398 and 
CLIT 422; and finally ENGL 394 and CLIT 414. In each case 
we request that the description given under Comparative Liter-
ature courses be given to the English courses. This has been 
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approved by the Department of English. The second change 
is on page 14 uner ENGL 620P next to the last line, data 
processing equipment should have a hyphen between data 
and processing. On page 17, CHIN 103, the first line, 
the hyphen between commonly-used should be deleted. In 
section F, Department of Music, MUSC 553, a parentheses 
has been omitted in the next to the last line after first 
semester. Finally in this section, the last course on 
page A-17, MUSC 140 should be Jazz and American Popular 
Music. With these corrections, I would like to move the 
approval of Section III. 
PROFESSOR WARD BRIGGS, FOREIGN LANGUAGES, said it was his understanding that what 
Professor Pettus was saying was that the comparative literature course descriptions would 
be the same as the English courses and that the descriptions printed in Section III are 
not valid. 
PROFESSOR PETTUS responded that in each case where the comparative literature 
and English courses are cross-listed the English Department has agreed to change their 
descriptions to match that of the corresponding comparative literature course. 
There being no further discussion, Section III, College of Humanities and 
Social Sciences was approved as amended. 
PROFESSOR PETTUS: 
In item IV, College of Science and Mathematics, 
CSCI 508 Computer Methods for Humanistic Problems is 
cross-listed with ENGL 620P, but it should be cross-
listed with ENGL 620. In the last line of CSCI 508L, 
sciences is mispelled. Also in the line which reads 
"introduction to elementary digital computer program-
ming" should now read: "computer programming and an 
appropriate ... " We would like to present this 
section for your approval. 
PROFESSOR HENRY PRICE, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, stated that in that last change 
Professor Pettus made, the first "an" should be "in". 
PROFESSOR PETTUS agreed that it did match . the .~ther course description and he 
moved that the Senate accept the change. 
There being no further discussion, Section IV, College of Science and Mathematics 
was approved as amended. 
Section V, School of Medicine was approved. 
PROFESSOR HENRY PRICE, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, stated that he would like to 
ask a question about MATH .501 and 502. He made the following comments: 
In the new description for MATH 501 and 502 on 
page A-19 under Department of Mathematics and Statistics, 
the last sentence in each of those descriptions says 
specifically, "For credit only in programs leading to 
elementary or early childhood teacher certification." 
I think I understand the intent of this from the statement 
given in the old description but I believe the point 
is that individual colleges have the right to determine 
whether or not they would use a course for credit of any 
sort. For instance, one of our courses in Journalism 
the Department of History had the right to say whether 
or not they would use the credit. We cannot tell them 
they cannot use it - but this is the way I read this 
statement. 
PROESSOR PETTUS responded: 
The Committee is aware of this change. The pur-
· pose of the wording is to reflect the current changes 
in the College of Education. The course had the re-
striction prior to this. It seems that it had been 
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approved in that fashion in the past and they wish it 
to be approved in this fashion again. The new form 
for course approval has the ability to clarify who 
may or may not take a course. We made the assumption 
that at some point in the past this body had indeed 
passed this course and it was coordinated between 
Math and Education before it came to us and we chose 
to let it go. We certainly would bow to the wisdom 
of the Senate. 
CHAIRMAN WEASMER responded: 
There is more involved here than just a matter of a 
change in puntuation. Therefore, given the nature of the 
point raised and since the matter has already been voted 
upon, a motion to reconsider the previous vote will be 
necessary. 
PROFESSOR CHURCHILL CURTIS, COLLEGE OF APPLIED PROFESSIONAL SCIENCES, moved to 
reconsider the previous vote. 
The CHAIR stated that the motion has been made to reconsider the previous action 
which means to reopen the question of the approval of Section IV, item D. 
PROFESSOR HENRY PRICE, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, seconded the motion and stated that 
he wished to speak to the motion: 
I wish to suggest that the wording in the old descrip-
tion is the appropriate wording. It says, "Open only to 
students in elementary or early childhood education." I 
think, however, to change it to read "for credit only", says 
that people who are in other departments or colleges of the 
University are not allowed even to use this credit for 
graduation if they so desire. I move that the wording be 
changed to "Open only to students in programs leading to 
elementary or early childhood education teacher certifica-
tion." I would move that for both MATH 501 and MATH 502. 
CHAIRMAN WEASMER stated that a motion was made to reconsider the previous vote to 
allow for changes in the course descriptions. The motion to reconsider was approved. 
The CHAIR stated that Professor Price's motion to change the last statement under 
MATH 501 and MATH 502 to read: "Open only to students in programs leading to elementary or 
early childhood teacher certification." was seconded and was now open for discussion. 
PROFESSOR COLIN BENNETT, MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS, said he thought that was the 
spirit of what his department intended for the description of these courses and that he 
would be very happy with that statement. 
PROFESSOR JERRY CURRY, MUSIC, said he would like to point out that the way the 
statement was originally listed under 501 and 502 helps in that when a student changes from 
an education program to another program he understands that the credit will not apply to 
the other degree. 
There being no further discussion, MATH 501 and MATH 502 were approved with these 
changes. 
D. Faculty Advisory Committee, Professor Edgar P. Hickman, Chair: 
On behalf of the Faculty Advisory Committee, PROFESSOR HICKMAN presented the 
following items: 
Mr. Chairman, we have two brief items to report. Item 1 
is with regard to an addition to the description of the duties 
and responsibilities of the Steering Committee. Actually it will 
be on page 22 of the new edition of the Facultf Manual. The 
Senate Steering Committee referred to the Facu ty Advisory Commit-
tee the question of whether or not there should be more input 
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follows: 
and consultation from faculty directly in terms of budgetary 
discussions and the Faculty Advisory Committee discussed this 
both with the Provost and a number of people and came up with 
this addition to the description that we would like to recommend 
to the Senate at this time. The Faculty Advisory Committee 
moves the adoption of the following description of the Senate 
Steering Committee: "The Committee consults with and advises 
the Administration on annual and/orAbudgetary_matters and ab9ut 
the long tenn fiscal strategy of the University. rr-c.t.~o.e.•4,.._CAotf 
PROFESSOR PERRY ASHLEY, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, responded to this motion as 
We are being asked today to give some added duties and 
responsibilities to the Senate Steering Committee, involving 
them with long range planning in matters dealing with budgetary 
and fiscal strategy of the University. I have great concerns 
about this request. In the first place the Steering Comnittee 
is in conflict with other long standing comnittees of the 
faculty, particularly Faculty Advisory and Academic Forward 
Planning. 
The charge to the Faculty Advisory Corrmittee as stated 
in the Faculty Manual on page 17 says, "This committee shall 
advise the faculty and the administration on all matters 
pertaining to the general policies and operation of the 
University which lie outside or cut across the responsibilities 
of other committees." It initiates studies, makes recommendations 
to the faculty and the administration regarding any matters 
affecting the general welfare of the University which may be 
referred to by members of the faculty, other faculty bodies, 
or administrative officers of the University. It also reviews 
the proposals of other standing committees of the faculty and 
recommends procedures for implementation. 
The responsibilities of the Academic Forward Planning 
Committee are as follows: The Committee has the duty and 
responsibility of assisting the President in establishing 
priorities of proposed programs and initiating the plans of 
academic programs and concepts throughout the University. 
Then we come to the Steering Committee. The Faculty 
Manual states: "This committee serves as a nominating 
committee and as a planning board which studies issues 
confronting the University and formulates recommendations 
for actions to be taken by existing faculty committees, the 
faculty, and the administration. I would suggest to you 
that these duties and responsibilities are in conflict 
with each other. So therefore my concerns are that the 
Steering Committee is a committee of the Senate only and 
as such is not elected by the University faculty as a whole 
performing certain functions of the faculty. 
The request which we have before us today, requiring 
long range planning, probably requires a quality that the 
Steering Committee does not have. It is true that this 
is a thirteen person committee, but at least seven of 
these are faculty chairmen which rotate off the committee 
each year. It is also likely that the majority of this 
committee is neither elected by the Senate nor by the 
faculty as a whole. Many of them are appointed. Also look 
at the other members of this committee. You have the chair-
man of the Senate, the secretary-elect, and the immediate 
past chairman of the Senate. In addition to these, several 
members rotate off each year. The other members come and 
go depending upon the elections held by the Senate. This 
turnover does not lend itself to long range planning. 
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Under these circumstances, I would rather see these 
responsibilities given to a standing committee such as the 
Faculty Advisory to which members are elected by the faculty 
as a whole for three year terms and where membership has a 
more gradual turnover which seems to be more conducive to 
stability and to long range planning. 
There are other concerns which I have about recent 
Senate actions related to the Steering Committee. For in-
stance when we were considering the Provisional Year Program, 
the Steering Committee assumed the authority of working out 
overlapping jurisdictions between other standing committees. 
I did not raise this question at that time because I did not 
want to interfere with the questions being raised about the 
Provisional Year. The proposal also called for a study of 
the Provisional Year to be made by the Steering Committee. 
This should be delegated to the Faculty Advisory Committee. 
We have also been asked to add an additional chairman to the 
Steering Committee this year - the chairman of the Athletic 
Advisory Committee. It seems to me that we are being 
nickled and dimed by placing more of the responsibilities 
of the standing committees onto the Steering Committee. 
On a piecemeal basis we are altering the duties of the 
various committees and placing more responsibility than 
ever intended either by design or by precedent on the Steering 
Committee. 
Let me also make some brief comments about the present 
system of nominating or appointing persons to standing committees. 
The long standing Nominating Committee for the nominations and 
appointments of the faculty committees was discontinued in 
fall, 1977 and that responsibility was placed in the hands 
of the Steering Committee. It seems to me that it is the 
responsibility of any nominating committee to seek out 
representation from throughout the University and to assure 
as much as possible representation on faculty committees and 
to encourage faculty members from all disciplines who might 
not be as well known throughout the University to participate 
in faculty governance. This is not being done. Look at the 
nominations which have just been presented to us. Out of a 
total of 34 nominations, 17 went to one academic college and 
14 of those are from three departments. This means that one 
college with no more than 30% of the faculty got one-half of the 
nominations. Seven academic colleges with approximately 
one-fourth of the total faculty of the University have no 
nominations or committee appointments to standing committees 
(that has been corrected today, the College of Nursing did 
get one nomination). Two especially large colleges, Education 
and Nursing, did not get one single nomination from the Steering 
Committee and I am not therefore sure of equal representation on 
the faculty committees for the next year. 
I am also concerned when any group or committee is in the 
position to become self-perpetuating. Therefore, Mr. Chairman, 
I move that this proposal be sent back to the Faculty Advisory 
Committee with the added request to look at the role of the 
Steering Committee in relation to other standing faculty 
committees, especially Faculty Advisory and Academic Forward 
Planning, and that a report be brought back to the Senate which 
clarifies the apparent conflicting duties of each. I would 
further move that the Faculty Advisory Committee be asked to 
consider returning us to a separate nominating corrmittee to 
be made up of one elected representative from each of the 13 
academic colleges. Thank you. 
The CHAIR inquired if Professor Ashley wished to keep this as one comprehensive 
motion or if he wished to divide it into several parts. PROFESSOR ASHLEY responded that 
he wished to keep it as one adding that what he was really proposing is that the Faculty 
Advisory Committee study what seems to be conflicting responsibilities and roles of these 
committees and also to review the Steering Committee's role in nominating. 
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PROFESSOR ROBERT STEWART, SOCIOLOGY, seconded the motion. 
CHAIRMAN WEASMER asked if there was any discussion concerning the motion 
to refer the question back to the Faculty Advisory Co11J11ittee. 
PROFESSOR ROBERT PATTERSON colTTllented as follows: 
Mr. Chairman, on the issue of committal I would assume 
the Faculty Advisory Co11J11ittee in making this recommendation 
had considered in advance of this meeting the various impli-
cations that are involved with this particular motion. I 
think it will perhaps be beneficial for the house if Professor 
Hickman would enlighten us a bit on the subject. 
PROFESSOR HICKMAN responded: 
There are a couple of reasons why the recommendation came 
out in this particular form. Last year or the year before, the 
Administration chose to consult with the Senate Steering Committee 
about some budgetary problems and set a precedent in the sense 
that they used that committee. There is no committee specific-
ally charged to review with the Administration what their plans 
were relative to the budget. Consequently, they used the Senate 
Steering Conmittee so I would say that that was probably the 
chief reason that that is the recommendation of the Faculty 
Advisory CoD111ittee. 
There is probably some concentration in the Senate Steering 
Corranittee and I think this is partly due to the fact that it is 
one of the most representative committees of the University. 
It is a large co11J11ittee. Whereas the Faculty Advisory Committee 
has six members, the Steering Committee has the chairmen of all 
the major committees. I do believe though that all of these 
chairmen are elected faculty committee chairmen . 
I think there are arguments both ways and I don't think the 
Faculty Advisory Committee has strong feelings as to where this 
should be but we did decide it was not desirable to create a 
new committee. Given that you don't want a new committee and 
no one before has suggested that it go to the Faculty Advisory 
Corranittee, our choice was the Senate Steering Committee 
PROFESSOR JUDITH JOYNER, COLLEGE OF £DUCATION, spoke in favor of the motion: 
I support the motion that has been made by Professor Ashley 
My concern stems from reasons that have been stated already by 
Dr. Ashley. I'd like to make a point specifically with reference 
to the authority and responsibility that has been added to the 
Steering Committee. The Faculty Advisory Committee's motion calls 
for "extraordinary budgetary matters and long term fiscal strategy 
of the University" to be considered by the Steering Committee. 
I have every reason to be sensitive to this as it was under this 
language that every undergraduate degree in the College of Education 
was ·eliminated without the advice and consent of either the College 
of Education faculty or the members in this Senate. 
It seems to me what happened was that this function, which is 
really the Faculty Advisory Co11J11ittee's responsibility, is being 
transferred to a less representative committee of the faculty, a 
committee of the Faculty Senate which is less representative of 
the University as a whole, as has already been stated. 
I am concerned about the ambiguity of the language. It was 
argued at the time in which the undergraduate degrees in the College 
of Education were to be eliminated that this was a budgetary matter 
and as practically every budgetary matter (every fiscal matter 
of any consequence) involves programs I would like to see 
the Faculty Advisory Committee look at the language of the 
authority and responsibility of the Steering Committee and 
indeed of the Faculty Advisory Committee. 
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PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, asked Chairman Weasmer 
if in his opinion there were any overlapping jurisdictions. 
CHAIRMAN WEASMER answered: 
As far as I am aware there is no overlapping jurisdiction. 
When matters of substance come to the Steering Committee it is 
because they have been referred to the Steering Committee either 
by the Faculty Senate or by a committee or committees of the 
faculty. Reference has been made to the Academic Forward Planning 
Committee which is not a committee of the Columbia campus but 
a committee of the entire University System. It is proposed 
here that the Columbia campus have a distinctive body to deal 
with budgetary matters. Beyond that I think the Steering Committee 
has served as described in the Manual as a body to coordinate. 
It has not attempted to take over the functions of other committees. 
That is my perception of what has been the case in the past. 
PROFESSOR ROBERT M. ROOD, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, inquired if the 
Senate was considering Professor Ashley's motion in toto or in part. 
The CHAIR answered that Professor Ashley did not want his motion divided and 
therefore it w~single motion. 
PROFESSOR ROOD then made the following comments: 
I served on the Steering Committee as did Professor Ashley 
and although that particular list of nominations may not look 
representative, what you don't have before you is the two-thirds 
of the committee membership that is continuing. It is very mis-
leading if you take a list of nominations and say certain colleges 
are excluded but in some cases those colleges may already have 
representatives. I think the Senate should take that into account 
since it is not in the proposal. 
PROFESSOR WILLIAM DRENNAN, PSYCHOLOGY, stated he had a question for clarification. 
He said that the proposal says 11 that the Senate Steering Committee will consult with, 
advise the administration . .. " and he wanted to know what group or committee did this 
in the past? 
CHAIRMAN WEASMER answered that to the best of his knowledge there has not been 
any group that had done this in the past and what had been done in the past was a consulta-
tion with the Provost at his request. PROFESSOR HICKMAN agreed with Professor Weasmer. 
The CHAIR added that the Steering Committee is being given an authorization which 
it did not have in the past. This declares that the committee rightfully involves itself 
in budgetary considerations. 
PROFESSOR HENRY PRICE, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, stated that he would like to respond 
to Professor Rood's comments as follows: 
In answer to Professor Rood's comment if you check the 
committee members who are continuing as I have and add to 
them those nominated you will find the same pattern evolves. 
As a matter of fact, there are roughly 85 committee 
positions - 37 of them are held by members of Humanities 
and Social Sciences or have been nominated which means that 
is roughly 44% of the assisgnments. Ten additional positions 
are held by Business Administration and thirteen by Science 
and Mathematics which means i n the three colleges that are 
mentioned we have 60 out of 85 committee assignments . There 
are several which will have no representation at all on 
University elected committees if the slate of nominees as 
originally proposed by the Faculty Senate Steering Committee 
is approved . 
PROFESSOR ROBERT PATTERSON , DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY, said: 
Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak about the motion 
itself . It is my recommendation to the house to vote against 
the referal . It seems to me that Professors Ashley and Joyner 
have raised a number of concerns which reflect a variety of 
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agendas, old and new. One of the problems which we faced just this year in making nominations was that as of the 
date that we met the Faculty Senate Office had yet to 
receive any corrmunication in writing from a member of the 
University faculty about nominations and so we had to put 
off a good deal of our business for another week in order 
to collect nominations in spite of individual committee 
members' efforts to ca'l people to ascertain their willingness 
to serve. 
I would like to speak more about the motion itself rather 
than what I consider to be concerns or complaints with the oper-
ation of the corrmittee system. Those of you who have been here 
for a while will know that in the history of the University 
there has been no body with which the Administration over the 
last twenty years used to consult with faculty in terms of 
detennining long tenn or short term fiscal strategies. There 
is only one exception to this rule and that was during the 
administration of President William Patterson. There was a 
committee called the Fiscal Advisory Committee which was 
largely an appointed committee and not an elected one. But 
this particular administration (Holdennan) has responded to 
faculty interests and put the question of University fiscal 
priorities to a faculty body and it selected the Faculty Senate 
Steering Corrmittee as the most experienced and the most widely 
representative body to do this work of consultation. I think 
this willingness on the part of the administration is commendable 
and, from the faculty's point of view, not only necessary but 
desirable. 
If you look at the operative agendas of various faculty 
committees over the last few years, you will notice for 
example that Academic Forward Planning not only has become 
system-wide rather than specifically Columbia campus oriented, 
but has increasingly concerned itself with considering new 
programs and new proposals. In practical tenns, if it 
undertook the job of studying the budget it would hardly have 
time to do the work that it is concerned with currently. 
Furthennore, the Faculty Advisory Committee always bears a 
very heavy constitutional responsibility in considering those 
suggestions either made by faculty members or corrmittee members 
or from somebody at the University as to changes in the 
Faculty Manual. This is a very time consuming operation. Were 
the Faculty Advisory Committee to be burdened with this fiscal 
consultant role it seems to me it would be hard pressed to get 
its work done. 
I would stress the fact that the Senate Steering Corrmittee 
is twice elected and has a repository of great university 
experience. Generally speaking as a rule the chainnan of the 
University corrmittees that make up the membership of the Steer-
ing Committee have long histories of experience in dealing with 
the matters that come before their various committees. 
Mr. Chairman, I would recommend to the house that this 
motion to refer be defeated and that the motion which Professor 
Hickman's corrmittee has brought before us after considerable 
thought be adopted. 
The CHAIR asked if there was any further discussion of the motion. 
PROFESSOR HENRY PRICE, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, responded: 
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate Professor Patterson's corrments. 
However, there are a number of assumptions being made if your 
check the make-up of the Faculty Senate Steering Committee. 
He said for instance that the members of that conmittee are 
twice elected. I believe that there are only four of the 
committees - Curricula and Courses, Faculty Advisory, Faculty 
Welfare, and Scholastic Standards and Petitions in which all 
members are elected. All of the other corrmittee which make 
up the Senate Steering Committee (there are three others) have 
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appointed members who could be strangely enough elected 
chairmen and then be serving on the Senate Steering 
Committee without having been elected by the faculty. 
I think that there are evidences as well in the Faculty 
Manual in the descriptions that Professor Ashley has read 
of the duties of the various committees. There are very 
obvious overlapping of wording in these and I think that 
it is little enough to ask to take this back to the Faculty 
Advisory Committee and that we be told by the Faculty 
Advisory Committee who should have this responsibility. 
PROFESSOR PERRY ASHLEY, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, stated: 
Just two additional comments, Mr. Chairman. In the first 
place the list of the committee elections and appointments has 
never been circulated as far as I know. It is a little diffi-
cult to determine who is serving where. I think two other points 
in my proposal need to be considered also. When we are talking 
about various committees that are involved in the development 
of programs, proposals, or institutions all of those carry money 
considerations. How many times have we heard on a committee that 
something has been proposed - a new program, what it's going to 
cost and where is the money coming from? It looks like the same 
committees that are considering the proposals should also be 
confronted with considering the fiscal responsibilities that go 
along with it. Really, I may have taken a long way around of 
suggesting that all I want in proposing this motion is that we 
clarify the functions of the Steering Committee. 
Now I think that most of you will agree with me that the 
role of the Steering Committee has changed dramatically in recent 
years and that we have done that piece meal. If it is truly the 
responsibility of the Steering Committee to be the nominating 
committee I have problems with that as I stated. If it is to review 
budgetary matters and fiscal responsibilities, let's have someone 
tell us that that is the function. We are just asking for clari-
fication of which committee is supposed to be doing what. 
PROFESSOR RICHARD CONANT, MUSIC,_ said that he thGugbt the question of nominations 
should be an issue discussed at another time. He added that he had worked with the Steering 
Committee on the Faculty House issue quite a bit and he had received a great deal of 
assistance from tbe committee. He said he personally trusted the mechanism and that he 
was against recommiting to the Faculty Advisory Committee. 
PROFESSOR NATALIE HEVENER, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, also spoke on 
the motion as follows: 
I also would speak against this motion. I think that 
one of the things that we miss is that although different 
committees should have their different duties and that some 
overlap is not necessarily an evil. One of the things that 
I discovered this year is that there are many things that 
can fall between the cracks - that's obviously why the Pro-
visional Year was considered by the Steering Committee. I 
think we should take advantage of the University Administra-
tion's willingness to talk about budgetary policies. The 
appropriate place for this is the Faculty Steering Committee. 
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, said: 
I would like to agree with my colleague Professor Hevener 
on this and I don't think we should get lost in nitpicking on 
some of the mechanics. It seems to me that the real issue 
that we are talking about is the expansion of faculty respons-
ibility. This is an area in which heretofore we had a very 
slight peripheral role and perhaps even at times nonexistant 
voice. The matter of overlapping jurisdictions is one that 
there seems to be considerable differences of opinion from 
Professor Ashley's reading of the situation and from Professor 
Patterson and the Chairman of the Adviso,r.,Y. Committee. I would 
like to ask the Provost's opinion. ·• · 
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PROVOST BORKOWSKI answered: 
I truly don't believe that it would be prudent for 
the Provost to take a position on this issue. I think this 
is a matter that ought to be discussed in the purview of 
this body. I just don't think that it is appropriate for 
me to take a position. 
There being no further discussion on this motion, the CHAIR requested that the 
Senate vote on the motion to refer this proposal to the Faculty Advisory Committee for 
further consideration. CHAIRMAN WEASMER requested Professors Pettus and Patterson to 
count the show of hands. The motion was defeated by a vote of 38-41. The CHAIR stated 
that the Senate would now vote on the adoption of the Faculty Advisory Committee's proposal. 
The Faculty Advisory Committee's proposal was adopted by a vote of 45-33. 
PROFESSOR ED HICKMAN presented the Faculty Advisory Committee's 
report concerning the Grievance Procedure: 
The second item of the committee deals with a matter which 
came up back in the fall concerning the wording of the Grievance 
Procedure as it applies to faculty members that are not tenured 
and are not in their final probationary year. 
In the section that begins, 1~cademic Grievance Procedures", 
on page A-21, section I, Grounds ·for Grievance for Non-reappoint-
ment, that paragraph is being inserted into the Grievance Procedures 
which covers specifically the rights of people that are not tenured 
and non-reappointment is made. In essence that paragraph is in-
serted and then the old paragraph 1 becomes 2 and the old section 2 
becomes section 3 so actually in the new procedures what was 2 will 
now be 3. The change that is being proposed in the insertion is to 
make it clear that a person who is not reappointed can appeal to the 
Grievance Committee under certain conditions. This spells out 
specifically what those grounds are. Grievance concerning non-
reappointment is limited to grounds of denial of academic freedom 
or the denial of procedural due process. The matter of due process 
is needed to apply in particular to the requirement of the annual faculty 
evaluation and to the observance of time in those requirements. 
If these grounds are believed to exist, the faculty member shall 
have access to the grievance procedure that is outlined in section 2. 
Previous to this the only grounds for going to the Grievance Committee 
for non-tenured faculty was for a claim of denial of academic freedom. 
So on behalf of the Faculty Advisory Committee, I move this change 
in the grievance procedure. 
Let me make one comment on page A-20, under item 2 the first two 
paragraphs actually are from the Tenure and Promotion section and any 
changes in those sections have to go to the general faculty meeting 
and we do plan just to add the one phrase in that section at the 
next meeting. 
CHAIRMAN WEASMER asked if there was any discussion of the change to the Academic 
Grievance Procedures. 
PROFESSOR ROBERT ROOD, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, said: 
This change i.s depende.nt upon the previous two paragraphs being 
voted on and approved by the general faculty. Is it appropriate for 
this body to vote on changes prior to the time in which the general 
faculty has passed a provision which would allow them to be operative. 
It would seem to me to be more appropriate to wait until the general 
faculty acted at the May meeting and then take the subsequent wording 
up to make the previous paragraph operative at these Faculty Senate 
meetings immediately following. 
PROFESSOR HICKMAN responded: 
Actually the only change that will be proposed to the faculty 
is the insertion of the phrase at the end of the second paragraph 
under 5, non-reappointment in conjunction with denial of tenure 
which may be grounds for a grievance under the full provisions of 
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the Academic Grievance Procedures. It is an attempt to make 
it clear that if someone is in the final probationary year 
and he is denied tenure he has all the procedures of academic 
grievance. That really has nothing to do with these changes 
in the academic grievance procedures as we are proposing here. 
The CHAIR seeing no further discussion requested that the Senate vote on the 
change in the Academic Grievance Procedures. The procedures were adopted as presented. 
E. Scholastic Standards and Petitions Committee, Professor Edward Gregg, Chair: 
On behalf of the Committee, PROFESSOR GREGG reported as follows: 
On behalf of the Scholastic Standards and Petitions Committee, 
I move the proposed change in the minimum University requirements 
fo~ graduation which reads: "In order to be eligible for gradu-
ation, _student~ must meet all course requirements, be in good 
academic stand1ng, meet any departmental or program requirement 
and have a cumulative GPR of at least 2.0 on all work attempted at 
USC." 
PROFESSOR BRIAN FRY, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, asked if Professor Gregg 
if he thought this could accommodate some students on the basis of exception~ that is, 
could someone be granted an exception to this rule and graduate with a GPR of less than 
2.0? 
PROFESSOR GREGG answered that presumably under the current system of the 
Scholastic Standards and Petitions each college may grant exception if appealed. 
There being no further discussion, the report of the Scholastic Standards and 
Petitions Committee was adopted as presented. 
F. Faculty Welfare Cor1111ittee, Professor Natalie J. Hevener, Chair: 
PROFESSOR HEVENER reported to the Senate as follows: 
I would like to report to the Faculty Senate on page A-23 
the abbreviated version of our investigation concering the 
policy of a 10% surcharge on "E fund" accounts . In looking 
into that and discussing it with Vice President Denton, we 
basically decided that we would like to request the Admini-
stration to make a distinction between the "E fund" accounts 
which clearly involve a profit-making activity and non-profit 
making activities1 essentially of an academic nature. So our 
recommendation resulting from this investigation is simply to 
askthat the Administration make this distinction. We feel 
it is appropriate to have the surcharge on profit-making 
activities but we wish that they would suspend their practice 
of levying the 10% surcharge on non-profit making activities. 
The CHAIR asked Professor Hevener if the actual motion was the last sentence 
on page A-23 of her report which states : "We therefore recommend to President Holderman 
that the administration eliminate the surcharge on funds used for non-profit academic 
activities." Professor Hevener answered affirmatively. 
The resolution from the Faculty Welfare Committee on the elimination of the 10% 
surcharge on non-profit making activities was approved. 
PROFESSOR HEVENER called the Senate's attention to the handuut that was 
distributed concerning VALIC's tax sheltered annuities policy. (~inutes, pages 29-j o). 
She reported as follows: · 
The Faculty Welfare Committee was asked to look into 
the change in VALIC's tax sheltered annuities policy inso-
far as how they calculated interest. I really think it is 
very important that those of you who are concerned with this 
read the report. If you have questions, please call any 
member of the subcommittee. 
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G. Admissions Committee, Professor Q. Whitfield Ayres, Chair: 
PROFESSOR AYRES stated: 
Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask pennission of the 
house to consider a matter of substance regarding the 
amount of high school foreign language courses required 
for a student to be admitted to USC. The action of the 
Commission on Higher Education last week causes some urgency 
for this and I would like to discuss this today. I would 
move that we bring up this issue at the current time. 
The CHAIR responded: 
This is a motion to add to the admission requirements 
adopted at a previous meeting. This is not on the agenda. 
It is a matter of substance. The motion therefore is to 
consider it at this time. Any debate on the matter should 
be concerned with why we should take it up now rather than 
a month from now. 
The CHAIR asked for approval of the motion to discuss the change in the ad-
mission requirements. The motion carried. He added that it was now in order for Professor 
Ayres to make whatever motion he wished to make. 
PROFESSOR AYRES: 
Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of the proposed change 
in the catalog statement which is being distributed. (Minutes -
page M-28). Both the Admissions Committee and the Senate made 
a concerted effort to put USC in the forefront of the high 
school prerequisites issue. As the flagship institution in the 
state I would like for us to continue as the leader in increasin9 1 
standards of high school students who expect to be admitted to 
college. 
As the news reports on the Commission on Higher Education 
meeting last week indicate, we have had in Jimmy Carters's 
memorable phrase "an incomplete success." A brief review of the 
evolution of this issue may help us understand our disagreement 
with the Commission. On April 7, 1983, the Commission requested 
that all state colleges and universities adopt prerequisite 
requirements for admission. Their requirements included a long 
list of specific courses including such things as one semester of 
economics and one year of English literature. After the Admini-
stration responded initially by letter in July, the Admissions 
Committee discussed this issue last fall. There was substantial 
sentiment that we should require a certain number of units in 
particular areas, but at the same time not eliminating students 
who might not have had an opportunity to take a specific course. 
As I reported to the Senate last November, the proposal we 
brought at that time was a compromise designed to meet those needs. 
We did not require specific courses as the Corrrnission on Higher 
Education requested but rather we require a certain number of 
units in general areas such as mathematics and social studies . 
along with suggestions for fulfilling those units. The strategy 
is not only consistent with the action of other major universities 
but is the only sensible approach when out-of-state students whose 
high schools may not offer a specific course are considered for 
admission. At that time we also indicated that "it is highly 
desirable for prospective students to include among the other 
courses at least two units of the same foreign language." We 
did not, however, require those two units partly because of the 
skepticism about the ability of all high schools in the state to 
offer those units and relying at the time on the information 
obtained from several sources within the University that we 
deemed to be accurate. We wanted to avoid rejecting strong 
students who lack foreign language but who had good grades, high 
SAT scores, and a valid high school diploma. 
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Consequently, I argued at that -time very reluctantly 
against Professor Tenenbaum's proposal that would have required 
two units of foreign language for admission. The Faculty Senate 
passed the proposal with foreign language recorrmended but not 
required last November 2nd, after including amendments dealing 
with mathematics and ROTC. One month ago, the University of North 
Carolina adopted a very simliar statement to the one passed by this 
Senate which recorrmended but did not require two years of foreign 
language. 
At the Commission meeting on March lst, the Chairman 
announced that all boards of trustees had adopted specific lists 
of prerequisites. The Provost then pointed out that this was a 
primary responsibility of the USC Faculty Senate rather than the 
Board of Trustees and that the list of requirements adopted by 
the Faculty Senate was at variance with the specific lists of 
CHE courses - most notably the area of foreign languages. A 
lengthy discussion ensued involving USC's commitment to prereq-
uisites. As a result of that discussion the Provost recommended 
and the Admissions Committee agreed to propose to this Senate 
that we move two years of foreign language from a recommendation 
to a requirement. The hand-out (Minutes, page 28) does that and 
changes the effective year to correspond to that of the CHE request. 
I had a lengthy discussion with a member of the accredita-
tion division of the Department of Education earlier in the week 
and I wish I had had that discussion months ago. This member 
assures me that all high schols in this state are required to 
teach at least two years of the same foreign language during the 
time a student is in high school and that the Department checks 
annually. Schools with less than 300 students enrolled may teach 
two years on a rotating basis, that is, they may very well offer 
only one language and only one year at a time, but a student who 
began high school in a year in which the second year of a foreign 
language was being offered nevertheless had an opportunity to take 
two years of that foreign language before graduation. 
The Admissions Committee is very sympathetic and supportive 
of the general thrust of the Commission's efforts. We feel that 
increasing high school course requirements would ultimately improve 
both secondary and higher education in the state and we want to 
support that effort. We feel that our language and our proposal · 
is far more responsible and more reasonable than the Commission's 
language requirements especially when you are dealing with out-of-
state students. At this point, however, since our includinq foreign 
languages as a recommendation rather than as a requirement is being 
perceived as a fundamental threat to the Commission's generally · 
laudatory effort, and since we have been assured that the courses 
are in fact available to all South Carolina high school students, -. the 
Admissions Committee recommends including two years of foreign 
language as a requirement in our catalogue statement. 
PROFESSOR COLIN BENNETT, MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS, said: 
Professor Ayres mentioned that we are now requiring certain 
things but all I see in the language is that a prospective student 
must have adequate preparation for the curriculum in which he or 
she plans to enroll. The rest of it is advisory. The admission 
requirement that we will be putting in our Bulletin says that a 
prospective student must have adequate preparation in the curriculum 
in which he or she plans to enroll. That is the only requirement 
for a student entering this University. 
PROFESSOR AYRES responded that it was the intention of the Admissions Committee 
and he believed the Senate's intention also to require for Admission to the University 
completion of a requisite number of units listed in the paragraph below. 
PROFESSOR BENNETT said he thought the language should be redrafted to reflect 
that. 
CHAIRMAN WEASMER pointed out that this was the statement of the language that 
was adopted at the previous meeting and the only change was simply the chanqe in the 
operative effective date plus the additional requirement of two units ·of foreign 
language. · 
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PROFESSOR HENRY PRICE, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, said that he supported the motion 
but that he would like to correct the spelling of the word "grammar". 
PROFESSOR ROGER KIRK, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, stated: 
I want to speak aginst this motion. I served a long time 
as a high school principal and I found many people who were 
capable of doing college work who could not take a foreign 
language, who did not take a foreign language, and who did 
not need foreign language. I mean there are many careers that 
you plan to prepare people to do in colleges that require no 
foreign language at all. I have deep concern. 'The last time 
you adopted something to let people in who did not meet require-
ments to get into the University - we were going to lower require-
ments to let in a specific group. We have another group we let 
in without meeting the standards that I believe the President 
has the prerogative. But again, we are going to set standards 
for the average person that are really unrealistic. Now what 
we will do is have people going to high school taking French I 
and French II - they won't really take French I and French II 
- just like in North Carolina where they are going to require 
two years of algebra and a year of geometry to get into college. 
We are going to have courses in North Carolina that we call algebra 
and that won't be ours. You know that is going to happen and 
that is going to happen here with foreign languages. I just think 
while I understand we ought to raise standards, I am not convinced 
we ever ought to bow to the Commission on Higher Education. I have 
met wtih them on numerous occasions in my workings in Governor 
Edwards' office and I am not convinced that we ought to bow to them. 
I am convinced that what the Senate did last time was correct. I still 
think it is correct and therefore I am absolutely opposed to adding 
two units of a foreign language. 
PROFESSOR WILLIAM WARD, HEALTH EDUCATION, spoke: 
I am strongly supportive of the proposal At the same time, 
being a parent of high school students I realize the inadequate ad-
vising they get and I realize that their signing up for foreign 
language would be primarily a pressure put upon them by their own 
parents. I can see a situation where we find ourselves selecting 
students that are coming out of predominantly middle class and 
upper middle class households. I think in the long run that will 
catch up with us. It seems to me there needs to be an escape 
clause in this, such as, if. a student who meets all the requirements 
except the foreign language is willing to make up that deficit as a 
part of his undergraduate training then he should be allowed to 
enter the University. 
PROFESSOR BILL HOLCOMBE, SALKEHATCHIE CAMPUS, stated: 
I want to strongly disagree with the information that you got 
from the State Department of Education. I think it is only partially 
true. It is true that if a youngster plans his work very well, he can 
catch this rotating foreign language that is offered. But the youngster 
who transfers into a high school in the 12th grade and needs the second 
year of a language and the school is offering the first year of a language 
then the student is unable to meet the foreign language requirements. We 
do have many children who move around at this age and you may have German 
in one school but another language in another school. It is one of those 
rotating situation where you will not be able to get in two years of a 
language. That is only part of the problem - the other part that I see is 
even bigger. While the State Department says under current demand a 
course is·out there to meet this requirement, but the fact is that there 
are not enough foreign language teachers out there and when you adopt this 
requirement you are going to increase the demand tremendously. Schools 
will not be able to find teachers to teach these students. You are 
going to cut your supply of students to a bare minimum and you will make 
it impossible tor t~e average youngster from the rural high schools to 
come to the Un1vers1ty. 
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PROFESSOR PORTER McLAURIN, APPLIED PROFESSIONAL SCIENCES, said that he noticed 
that it says "two units of foreign language" which is substantively different from saying 
two years of the same foreign language. He asked if the tntent was two years of a foreign 
language or foreign languages. 
PROFESSOR AYRES responded the intent was two years of the same foreign language. 
PROFESSOR PERRY ASHLEY, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, spoke: 
I probably am one of the few elected politicians in this 
body. I am a board member in Richland School District II 
and I see and hear this debate about increased educational 
attainment from many different levels and as I think all of you 
are aware the state will be going to twenty units as a require-
ment for high school graduation this year. 
As much as I favor programs like foreign languages, I do 
not hear that kind of debate taking place in the public schools 
or when we go to state board meetings. I hear the debate taking 
place on increasing work in the basic skills such as math and 
language, but not in foreign languages. I have a hard time 
understanding why the other colleges and universities have approved 
this because of the same things that we have been discussing here. 
So many students will find it either impractical or almost impossible 
to get these. 
Mr. Chairman, I would suggest this is something that really 
needs to be delayed until high school curricula are in better shape. 
PROFESSOR DAVID HILL, FOREIGN LANGUAGES, spoke: 
I think that most of us are completely missing the point which 
is not what exists in the high schools of South Carolina but what 
do we want to be in the high schools in South Carolina! If we are 
the flagship institution then we provide the leadership and if we 
say we want students trained in foreign languages then the high 
schools will follow and will train them. I think the issue is 
are we going to give our opinion of what the high schools should do 
or are we going to say, "well, they can't do it so we won't ask 
them to do it." As far as providing teachers, they are out there 
and they can be found. 
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, asked the Provost for 
his appreciation of this situation at the Commission and our relationship with other colleges 
and universities in the state. 
PROVOST BORKOWSKI responded : 
Let me respond to a few of the comments that have been made. 
To Professor Kirk - the foreign language requirement adopted by 
all the other state colleges and universities is warmly endorsed 
by the State Department of Education. I think i: t .. is the belief 
that the resources will be available to provide the instruction. 
Indeed, as the representative from Salkehatchie has stated, you 
can't get into the argument of what is being offered in high schools 
because the State Department of Education states unequivocally 
that two years of foreign language exists at all high scbool:s. 
We can certainly call to check but the point was made to me last 
week that two years must be taught at the high school level for 
accreditation purposes . 
I share your concern about the preparation of students in 
secondary schools and feel that the action taken by the Admissions 
Committee and by this institution was more honest than the other 
institutions in the state. I recognize full well the difficulties 
that would be entailed with this foreign language emphasis. Be 
that as it may, all the other institutions has adopted the position 
about not what exists but what should be, and clearly that is the 
intent of the institutions and of the Governor's efforts toward 
improving the quality of education in elementary and secondary 
schools. Nonetheless, the University of South Carolina appears 
to be obstructionists in improving the standards of the elementary 
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and secondary schools. That is not a good posture for this 
University. One of the very important points that you must 
keep in mind is that adopting the requirements does not mean 
that we are acquisescent to any external pressure. The 
Co1m1ission is not setting the admission standards. It is 
each institution that is setting the admissions standards and 
each institution has a different mechanism for accomplishing 
this. In this University it is within the faculty itself. 
The Co1m1ission played a coordinating role in attempting to 
solicit from the various campuses support for the establish-
ment of requirements. Indeed, the University of South Carolina 
is clearly recognized as a flagship institution and as the co1m1ents 
have appeared in the press lately state, if the University does 
not adopt a foreign language prerequsite then the prerequsite 
package for all the state schools will not work since most 
of the institutions follow what this institution does. 
My last point is it is still the right of each faculty on 
each campus to make exceptions to admission standards and excep-
tions are made for good and just reasons. There is no giving 
up of the authority and responsibility of the faculty in this 
matter at all. 
I would hope if this policy is adopted by the Senate then 
in 1991 you will see an improvement because of the additional 
resources being expended by the state and in the quality of 
students coming into the institutions will improve. 
PROFESSOR BARBARA TENENBAUM, HISTORY, spoke: 
In November, when I suggested that we amend the proposal and 
add two years of foreign language, I got the distinct impression 
that I was being idealistically visionary in my suggestion, and 
to quote our Admissions Director "that considering the demo-
graphics of South Carolina, the area from which we draw our 
student body looking at 1987 if you make it a requirement to 
have two years of a foreign language I do not believe that would 
allow us a sizeable pool from which to choose our freshman class." 
I am a little dismayed that when I asked for information, I was 
given information that now seems somewhat misleading, and may have 
caused, in fact, the defeat of my proposal. Our Provost is going 
to Japan in a few days. We are the fourth largest Spanish speaking 
country in the world - times are changing and people need to learn 
how to communicate with each other. It is essential for all 
Americans to learn a foreign language and I think we should do it 
now. Many of my students who wish they could major in Latin 
American studies cannot do so because they don't have time to learn 
Spanish . When asked why they didn't start Spanish in high school 
they were told they didn't need it to get into college. 
PROFESSOR WARD BRIGGS, FOREIGN LANGUAGES, stated: 
I am sorry that more of my colleagues who have spoken today 
don't associate learning a foreign language with developing basic 
skills. We are not appealing to the average student . I am not 
exactly sure we would want to get the average rural South Carolina 
student here. The average student in the high school isn't taking 
college bound preparatory courses but more important than that I 
would like to reiterate something that has been said. This insti-
tution is really the falgship institution, and as it grows it grows 
in the international field. If you doubt this point, let me just 
say that the reason President Holderman isn't here today is that 
he is in Washington to participate in the Symposium on Languages to 
which all members of Congress are invtied. 
There being no further discussion, the proposal WilS adopted. 
IV. Report of Secretary. 
No report. 
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V. Unfinished Business. 
None. 
VI. New Business. 
PROFESSOR ROBERT BEAMER, COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, stated that he would like to 
read a statement concerning the reocgnition of Professor Donato A. F. Galgano who 
died just prior to our last meeting. 
Professor Donato A. F. Galgano died on January 28, 1984. 
His funeral was held in St. Joseph Catholic Church in Columbia; 
burial was at New Rochelle, New York. He is survived by his 
daughters, Regina Kolb and Frances Gatch. 
He was born in 1906 in Connecticut and grew up in New 
Rochelle. He as a graduate of the University of South Carolina, 
receiving the Ph.G. in 1930 and the B.S. in Pharmacy in 1933. 
He earned the M.A. degree from New York University in 1944. 
He was a Registered Pharmacist in Connecticut, New York, Florida, 
and South Carolina. 
Professor Galgano joined the faculty of the University of 
South Carolina in 1944 and taught courses in pharmacognosy, history 
of pharmacy, materia medica, medicinal chemistry, and dispensing . 
He was a charter member of the Fifth District Pharmaceutical 
Association, the Beta Alpha Chapter of Rho Chi Pharmaceutical 
Honor Society, and the Gamm Xi Chapter of Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical 
Fraternity. His other memberships included the South Carolina 
Pharmaceutical Association, the American Pharmaceutical Association, 
the American Association of University Professors, and the Retired 
Pharmacists' Group of the Columbia MetPopolitan Area . 
Don Galgano was a devout Catholic and a member of St. Joseph 
Parrish in Columbia and maintained an active interest in the Thomase 
More Catholic Student Center at the University. 
Professor Galgano had a special interest in thehistory ,of his 
profession. He presented a paper on the history of the University 
of South Carolina School of Pharmacy to the American Institute of 
the History of Pharmacy in 1963 at the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Pharmaceutical Association in Miami. He completed the first 
edition of the History of the University of South Carolina College of 
Pharmacy in 1970. 
When he retired from the University in 1971, his students and 
faculty colleagues honored him with a portrait that is on perament 
display at the College of Pharmacy. Professor Galgano was well 
known and liked throughout the University Facult . He will be 
missed by all of us. 
'PROFESSOR BEAMER requested that the statement be included in the minutes and a copy sent 
to the family of Dr. Galgano. The CHAIR seeing no objection to this said it would be 
included in the minutes and a copy sent to Dr. Galgano's survivors. 
PROFESSOR PORTER McLAURIN, APPLIED PROFESSIONAL SCIENCES, said: 
Having heard some numbers passed around today about the 
nominating process and having looked at the make-up of the 
present committee involved in nominations and listening to 
some of these figures it appears to me that every college, 
not just one or two, should be represented. Perhaps a nominat-
ing committee should be re-established because presently two-
thirds of the nominees of the Steering Committee come from one 
college. · Six of those nominees were from two departments. 
It is highly improbable that the members of the Steering Committee 
have knowledge of young, dynamic, rising leadership at the 
University which exists in professional schools, in the College 
of Humanities and other departments within their own college. 
I think it is imperative that we have a truly representative 
nominating system that is able to identify and encourage facuity 
leadership among all faculty . This is a matter of substance to 
be considered later, but I would like to move that a new 
coll1llittee for nominations for the University of South Caro-
lina be established with its membership made up of one elected 
member from each college. I think this will protect all of 
us from the possibility of one small group or one college 
taking over the full control of all faculty coll1llittees. 
The CHAIR responded that this is a motion which is being presented now but 
will be acted upon at a subsequent meeting. 
PROFESSOR PORTER McLAURIN answered that it was a matter of substance and required 
advance publication according to the Faculty Senate Bylaws. 
The CHAIR stated that this motion would be taken up at the April meeting. He 
added that the mot1on is to create a faculty nominating conmittee with one elected member 
from each of the colleges on campus. The CHAIR inqulred as to how these members would 
be elected. --
PROFESSOR McLAURIN replied that they would be elected by the faculty of the 
individual colleges. 
T~e CHAIR stated that the motion will be on the agenda for the April Faculty 
Senate meetrng. 
PROFESSOR COLIN BENNETT, MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS, said he would like the 
the Chairman to refer his request that the Faculty Welfare Corrmittee look at the issue of 
insurance coverage for faculty members' possession in their University offices. 
CHAIRMAN WEASMER replied that he would prefer that this be done as a motion 
so that you have the endorsement of the Faculty Senate in this request. 
PROFESSOR BENNETT said he would like to move his request that the Faculty Welfare 
Committee look into the issue of insurance coverage for faculty members' possessions in 
their University office. 
The CHAIR asked if there was any discussion of this motion. There being no 
further discus~ the motion was approved. 
VII. Good of the Order. 
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, reported: 
\.Jhile I certafoly don't want to get into the bad habit 
of saying too many nice things about administrators. I do 
think that we, as faculty members, should rejoice that Frank 
Borkowski is going to be at this University for a while longer 
as Provost. 
It has been my experience that he has been a humane, 
enlightened, and civilized academic administrator, and if 
we must have administrators about the place then he's the 
type I think we want. 
It is probably desirable that a bit of space exist between 
the faculty and administration and I for one resist the tempta-
tion to close it, even when we have a strong and progressive 
one as we do now. But occasionally I make an exception to this 
rule when Dr. Borkowski is willing to risk his reputation and 
his pocketbook for services in the Church of the Great Outdoors, 
otherwise known as the golf links. 
It is my hope that Dr. Borkowski will continue to guide us 
along the fairways of academia until he is promoted to professor. 
PROVOST BORKOWSKI thanked Professor Moore for his kind sentiments and added that 
he would like to point out that he is a tenured professor. 
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VIII. Announcements. 
CHAIRMAN WEASMER said that he was asked to announce that the United Way fund 
drive is under way and that you will be contacted by a volunteer to give to that cause. 
There being no further announcements, the CHAIR asked for further nominations 
for faculty conmittees. There were no further nominations from the floor. The following 
nominees of the Steering Committee have been declared elected as follows: 
FACULTY HOUSE BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
John M. Herr, Department of Biology 
Raymond A. Moore, Department of .Government and . International Studies 
GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE 
John W. Baynes - Department ·of Chemistry 
Katharine Butler - School of Law 
HONORARY DEGREES COMMITTEE 
Keith E. Davis, Department of Psychology 
William Price Fox, Department of English 
PATENT AND COPYRIGHT COMMITTEE 
Edwin R. Jones, Department of Physics 
Clyde N. Wilson, Department of History 
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
Ann 0. Bowman, Department of Government and International Studies 
Mark 0. Marcucci, Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
STUDENT-FACULTY RELATIONS COMMITTEE 
Dorothy Disterheft, Department of English 
TENURE REVIEW BOARD 
For Three-Year Terms (expires 1987) 
Glenn M. Abernathy, Department of Government and International Studies 
Olin S. Pugh, College of Business Administration 
For Two-Year Terms (expires 1986) 
Carol Carlisle, Department of English 
John M. Dean, Department of Biology 
For a One-Year Term (expires 1985) 
Daniel W. Hollis, Department of History 
A ballot will be mailed to all voting faculty members for the contested committee positions. 
CHAIRMAN WEASMER said as a final comment he would like to express his sincere 
appreciation to those of you who have lasted through this session. There being no further 
business, the meeting adjourned at 5:35 p.m. 
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